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Over the years, Kotak Securities has been one of the leading investment . Benefits of Kotak Super Derivatives
Combination of Technical and Derivative Analysis: . Kotak Securities offers wealth of mutual fund choices along with
competitive.

The BSE Sensex is the older and most widely followed index. Market consolidation and merger are expected
to keep the broking industry viable in the long run. The seller, on the other hand, would lose when the buyer
gains and gain when the buyer loses , to the same extent. Investment constraints are generally in terms of
predetermined levels of liquidity Tax savings, legal compliance, and Investment horizons. In terms of
organisation structure, the Board formulates larger policy issues and exercises over-all control. Get Free
Portfolio Advice and constantly monitor the value of your portfolio with inputs from our expert advisor. Page
15 The Industrial Watch This report provides an in-depth look at specific industries, which are likely to
outperform others in the economy. The "Free-float Market Capitalization" methodology of index construction
is regarded as an industry best practice globally. Speedy transactions. It is not sufficient to decide about the
investment motives but one has to cautiously watch the market conditions to protect their goals. Table shows
investors more preferred financial instruments as per their investment preference. As an answer to settlement
problems, National Securities Depository Ltd. Since a futures contract is settled at the cash market price on the
date of the expiry of the contract, as it reaches expiration, the futures price and spot price as shown below:
HOW TO BUY FUTURES Before you actually begin trading, you must tie up with a broker who is a member
of the stock exchange on which you plan to trade or you can trade through a sub-broker, who routes your
trades through a broker to the stock exchange. Security in which people invest a. When you open a Kotak
Super Saver account you need to pay an advance fee to Kotak Securities to get a better brokerage rate
compared to the regular rates. NSE has played a catalytic role in reforming the Indian securities market in
terms of microstructure, market practices and trading volumes. The establishment of a settlement guarantees
scheme has removed counterpart risk in trading. You can even place your bid over the phone. Managing
Director: Mr. To help you invest in your dream stock we offer margin-trading facility. Right from early
nineties the stock market witnessed heightened activity in terms of various bull and bear runs. Not only its
volatility but lack of knowledge, complex decisions to make investment in shares and higher risk are the other
factors which contribute equally in the formation of very hard reason which restricts the potential investors
from making investment in this unstable capital market. If , on the other hand, the index does cross points, as
you expected,you have the right to buy at levels. Religare area of operations Table 2 9. Having purchased
securities in the physical environment, the investor has to send it to the company's registrar so that change of
ownership can be registered. With demutualization, the trading rights and ownership rights have been
de-linked effectively addressing concerns regarding perceived and real conflicts of interest. Company
research. Table shows that if investors opinion to invest in share market. Demat- Basic Concepts: The Indian
Capital Market has witnessed an unprecedented growth in the past few years facilitated by modernization of
the trading system. Research Reports on companies, industries and sectors for making informed investment
decisions. For example in India the government lays down the investment pattern of provident funds and also
insurance companies and the freedom available to portfolio managers while handling the portfolio of these
institutions is limited Investment policies of the individuals generally become complex because they are
subject to taxes. In early , when Internet penetration in India was at its infancy and the future unknown, we
took the hard decision of killing our earlier business model and embracing the Internet. They have a dedicated
customer service desk, ready to answer all your investment related queries. For some of the contacts, I have
telephonically interviewed because of lack of time. These orders are routed to the stock exchange without
manual intervention and executed their own in the matter of a few seconds. The business of portfolio
management has never been an easy one. If the AGM does not result in any spectacular announcements and
the share price remains static at Rs or drifts lower to Rs because market players are disappointed, you could
allow the cal. Incase the hedger had decided to sell only one contract and the market rose by 10 percent, the
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losses from selling futures would be only 30, while the gain in the value of his portfolio ould have been 60,
There is also a better implementation of strategies. Call and Trade facility. Portfolio Management Service
Investing in equities requires time, knowledge and constant monitoring of the market.


